Let W k denote the waiting time of customer k, k >/0, in an initially empty GI/G/1 queue. Fix a > 0. We prove weak limit theorems describing the behaviour of Wk/n, 0 <~ k <~ n, given W~ > na. Let X have the distribution of the difference between the service and interarrival distributions. We consider queues for which Cramer type conditions hold for X, and queues for which X has regularly varying positive tail.
Introduction
Consider an initially empty GI/G/1 queue. Customer 0 arrives at time 0 and customer k at time A a +.. ' n Fix a > 0. Let Pn denote the conditional distribution (wn(') IW~ > na), and /3 the conditional distribution (k,(-)lW~ > na). P, (resp. P,) is a probability distribution on C (resp. D). In section 2, thm. 2.1, we identify the weak limit of { Pn } under the following moment conditions on XI:
(C) Let re(t) = E exp tX v There is an interval S = (t_, t+) containing 0, such that:
m(t) < oo for all t ~ S, m'(t)
oo as t~t+,
m(t) m'(t)
*-oo ast~t .
re(t)
This situation covers the M/M/1 queue and a large class of GI/G/1 queues with rapidly decreasing tail distributions for X 1.
In section 3, thm. 3.1, we identify the weak limit of {/3 } under the following moment conditions on Xa: (D) There is q > 0 and a slowly varying function L(.) such that:
EX? < ~, P( Xa > x) = x-qZ(x).
This situation covers a large class of GI/G/1 queues where the service time distribution has a fat tail. 
Cramer type conditions

Throughout this section we assume the moment conditions (C). Then m(.) is an analytic, strictly convex function on S, as is log m(.). Note that m'(O)/m(O)
=
O~t<~t(a), pa(t)=Zo(t-t(a)), t(a)~t<~l.
If a >/z0, let p~(-) ~ C be defined by: We have w en ----) ~pa, where 3po denotes the probability distribution concentrated on Pa('), and denotes weak convergence of probabilities on C.
[] []
We proceed to prove thm. 2.3. We first introduce the convex dual of log m (.), 
-slope o
The Skorohod metric on C is defined by
where f(.), g(.)~ C and the infimum is taken over all continuous, strictly increasing functions Mr), ~l(t), 0 <~ t <~ 1, such that M0) = ~/(0) = 0 and ~(1) = ~/(1) = 1. In future we will refer to such functions as "time changes". It is well known that the Skorohod metric induces the topology of uniform convergence on C, see, e.g., Bergstrom, thm. 3, pg. 169, [4] . Let E denote the completion of C in the Skorohod metric. We also recall the standard notation II f II oo = max If(t) l, f~ C. as n ---) or Appealing to the convexity of I(.), it can be easily shown that this extension does not change the definition of h on F. For details, see [9] . It can also be shown that for f(.) ~ C, h(f) = ~ unless f(0) = 0 and f(.) has finite total variation.
For any subset G c E let 
(G ~ = H(G e) then log P(s.(.) ~ G)= -nil(G) + o(n). []
The following sequence of lemmas will be used in the proof of thm. 2.3. Let
Note that X is open, and Q,(X) = 1 for all n. 
LEMMAS 2.5 H(X) = h(q~).
Proof
First we show that H( X) >~ h( qa)
.
Proof
Let g~ _~e and (fn} C_ F such that ds(fn, g)~ 0 as n ~ oo. We claim that liminfn -, o~ II f, II oo >~ a. Since g ~ ~E, there is ( g, } _c X n F such that ds (g,, g ) We also observe that there is ~Ta > 0 such that
We distinguish 4 cases: Case 1: f(t*) > r~(t*) + 2e/3 and t* < t.
Let p(.) be the piecewise linear path connecting (0, 0), (t*, f(t*)) and (t, a) and then dropping off with slope -/z. We have
Clearly, h(f) >1 h(p) and h(p) >~ h(r~).
).
Because of the constraint on f(t*), it is easy to see that there is ~/2 > 0 such that 
(f) >~ h(p) and h(p) >~ h(r?). We have h(p)=-tI(t)+ (t'--t)I(f(t;)_-~a).
Because of the constraint on f(t*), we see As in section 2, we can convert our problem into a problem of conditioning on large maxima in a random walk. Let Y1, Y2,. 
[gm(X(t))--fu(~l(t))[ >~ [gm(X(t))-qa(X(t)l-lflv(ri(t))-qa(~l(t))l -[qa(X(t) --qa(~l(t))1. NOW, I qa(X(t)) -qa(~l(t)) [ <~ K IX(t) -~(t) I. Hence Kds(gm, fu)>~ sup [gm(X(t))-fu(rl(t))l+g
sup [X(t)-~/(t)[ t~[0,1] t~[0,1]
>~[gm(t*)--qa(t*)[--sup [fu(t)--qa(t)[
The following theorem of Durrett, [7] , will be used in the proof of thm. Proof This is thm. 3.1 of Durrett, [7] .
[] To describe the essential idea in the proof of thm. 3.2, introduce the random variables 
Most of the work goes into showing that
P(M n > na) -P(N a= 1) -P(M, > na, N a= 1) as n ~ oo. (3.4)
Thus, conditioning on { M, > na } is asymptotically equivalent to conditioning on { N a = 1}. This reduction yields the theorem easily because the events { Yk > na + (k -1)/x}, 1 ~< k ~< n, are independent. Before embarking on the proof, we need some preliminary lemmas. Lemmas 3.4 is Feller's lemma 2, pg. 277, [8] .
LEMMA 3.4
The passage to the limit in eqn. For any fixed C,
The final preliminary lemma is central to Durrett's proof of thm. 3.3, and will be used in our proof of thm. 3.2. LEMMA 3.6 For any a > -/~,
P(S, > na)-nP( X 1 > n(a+ /x)) as n ~ ~.
Proof
Let Yk' = Yk -a, k = 1, 2,..., so E Y~ = -~ -a < 0. Also,
P(Y? > x) = P(Y1 > x + a) -(x + a)-qL(x + a) -x-qL(x) as x ~ m,
by cor. 3.5.
Let S 2 = YI' +... + Y: = S,,-na. Then
P(S, > na) P(S; > O) nP( X 1 > n(a + ~))
by cor. 3.5. From thm.
nP(Y~ > n(a + l~) -a)
P(S: > 0)
nP(Y~ > n(a + l~))
as n --* m, 2.1 of Durrett, [7] , we see that the last quantity tends to 1 as
We first investigate P (N ~ = 1). We have:
Proof
The result is a consequence of lemma 3.8 below. Indeed, we have P(Na > 1) 
P(Y,> na)
--* as n--. ~, and eY?
From (3.5), (3.6), (3.7), and (3.8), the claim follows. []
We proceed to investigate P(M, > na).
Fix 0 < e < a A/~. Then,
P(M n > na)-P(M n > na, Sn > n(a-p-e))
as n ~ oc.
(3.7) (3.8)
Proof
Write 
P(M n > na)=P(Mn > na, S, > n(a-I~-e)) +P(Sn <~ n(a-p-e)[M, > na)P(Mn > na).
We first estimate P( S n <~ n( a -l~ -e) ] Mn > na).
Let ~-= inf{1 <~ k <~ n" S k > na },
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Thus we have,
P(M,, > na, S,, > n(a--~-e))
1 -~-7e2 E(X~ +/x)2 >1 P(M, > na) >1 P (M, > na, S,, > n(a-I~-e) 
P-M'>nalS'>n(a-l~-e))~J o ( ~ a-, ,
while from lemma 3.6 we have
P(S, > n(a-lz-e))-nP(Y 1 > n(a-,))
as n---) ~.
(3.10)
Together with eqns. (3.9) and (3.10) and lemmas (3.7)-(3.9), the following lemma completes the proof of the asymptotic equivalence of P(N a= 1) and P(M. > na). Now,
(3.14)
as n ~ oo, We get a similar lower bound for P(k <~jlN ~ = 1). Observing that 
L(tx)
P(fc < [nt] I N~= 1)
The big jump Yk satisfies In our notation we suppressed the dependence of the distribution of I~,, 1 < k < n, on n. From EX~ < ~, it is easy to see that there is K < ~e such that E} I7/, ] 2 < K for all 1 < k ~< n and all n. By Chebyshev's inequality, see Feller, pg. 151, [8] , we have, 
Concluding remarks
Soren Asmussen has kindly pointed out that theorem 2.3 can also be directly derived by an application of Wald's identity for the exponentially transformed random walk and a central limit theorem for the time of level crossing, [1] . The techniques for such a derivation are available in [2] and [3] , see especially [2] , cor. 3.1. Using these techniques, it is also possible to get somewhat more information, for example when a ~< z 0 one gets a Brownian bridge as correction to the straight line.
Proofs of theorem 2.3 under the assumption that the moment generating function re(t) is defined for all t are available in the papers of Borovkov, [7] , and Picard and Deshayes, [11] . It appears that the technique of Asmussen, [1] , will yield the result under the assumption that re(t) is defined for an interval of type [0, t+), with t+ > 0 and m'(t)/m(t) ~ oe as t ---> t+, which is weaker than our condition (C).
